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this and other hypotheses for the origin of the xenoliths and
the mechanisms of formation of the orbicules themselves.

We thank Gary Rogers and Mark Schmidt (Kent State Uni-
versity), JoAnne Danielson (University of Massachusetts), and
Vladimir Samsonov (Research Institute of Arctic Geology, Len-
ingrad) for their able field assistance. All fieldwork was com-
pleted during the period 1-19 January 1981.
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The purpose of our field investigations was to increase
knowledge of the Victoria and Taylor groups in the Beacon
sequence, Quartermain Range (Beacon Heights), southern
Victoria Land. We established four objectives: (1) to map, geo-
logically, for the first time, the Beacon Supergroup outcrop on
a formation basis in the area of Ferrar, Taylor, and Lashly gla-
ciers; (2) to study the unique large-scale deformation in stra-
tigraphic units of the Arena Valley, particularly a remarkable
exposure on Slump Mountain north of Brawhm Pass; (3) to
establish type sections of stratigraphy originally described by
McElroy (1969)—specifically, the Altar Mountain Formation,
the Arena Sandstone, and the Brawhm and Farnell Sandstone
members were in need of definition; and (4) to examine in
detail the nature of coal occurrences within the Victoria Group.

Work was undertaken from McMurdo between 9 December
1980 and 15 January 1981. Two periods of fieldwork, each of
about 2 weeks, were separated by a week of compilation and
review in McMurdo.

Geologic mapping. The original concept of the mapping pro-
gram was adhered to and a map at a scale of 1:50,000 has been
compiled covering a triangular area extending from New
Mountain, southwest to Mount Feather, north to Kennar Val-
ley and Finger Mountain, and closing southeasterly to New
Mountain (see figure).

We used nonstandard geologic mapping techniques. Due to
the large contour interval on the only available base map (a
preliminary 1:100,000 sheet), and to the generalization that
expectedly and inevitably occurs on such a map, it was nec-
essary to plot geologic boundaries by independent position-
ing. This was achieved by setting up "plotting stations" at 12
strategic positions located by using sextant bearings from
defined peaks. Thereafter, we used a sextant, high-resolution
binoculars, sections measured by earlier workers, trimetragon

aerial photography, color and black-and-white ground pho-
tography, enhanced by walking and climbing to compile what
we believe is a reasonably reliable geologic map. The area of
precise mapping covers approximately 200 square kilometers,
with interpolative mapping extending to cover 650 square
kilometers.

Major stratigraphic units shown on the map, and largely
adapted from McElroy (1969) and McKelvey, Webb, and Kohn
(1977) are: cover units (ice, snow, scree, talus, etc.), Ferrar
Dolerite, Lashly Formation, Feather Conglomerate, Weller coal
measures, Metschel Tillite, Aztec Siltstone, Beacon Heights
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Orthoquartzite (Farnell, West Beacon, and Brawhm Sand-
stones), Arena Sandstone, Altar Mountain Formation (includ-
ing Ashtray Sandstone Member), New Mountain Sandstone
(Terra Cotta Siltstone and Windy Gully Sandstone members),
and basement.

As a result of our map work, we are convinced that areas
such as the Quartermain Range (Beacon Heights) need basic
detailed stratigraphic mapping. Special methods should be
used to overcome difficulties in establishing normal "base
station" operations.

In our structural studies in the Arena Valley we considered:
(1) large-scale intraformational folds previously reported by
McElroy, Rose, and Bryan (1967)—in the sequence below the
Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite, broadly displayed in the floor
of Arena Valley, and on the face of Slump Mountain, near the
head of Arena Valley, in a formation now believed to be the
Metschel Tillite; and (2) directional sedimentary structures
(trough and planar crossbeds and elongate concretions) and
other sedimentary structures.

The folds near the base of the Altar Mountain Formation
may reflect a series of low-angle subaqueous gravity slumps
of semiconsolidated beds, possibly triggered by volcanic activ-
ity. In one case, however, an allocthanous folded block, about
5,000 square meters in area, rests on the present erosion surface
of a sloping valley wall of differing lithology. Dolerite dikes
thought to be associated with the Jurassic Ferrar Group cut
across some of the folds, suggesting a pre-Jurassic origin for
the folds.

The sequence of Slump Mountain, including tillite, is about
70 meters thick, and it is difficult to attribute this to glacial
drag. A gravitational slide, possibly as a valley fill deposit on
the gently dipping Maya erosion surface, is postulated as the
fold origin.

Measurements of crossbeds (mostly trough) were carried out
as part of our work on sedimentary structures to check any
possible correlation with axial trends of the folded sequence
mentioned previously. No dominant axial trends were deter-
mined, and crossbedding directions showed substantial vari-
ations of different levels within the sequence. While there is
a dominant trend to the southwest near the top of the Altar
Mountain Formation, directions somewhat lower are diverse.
No conclusions have been reached concerning the relationship

of directional sedimentary structures to the intraformational
folds.

Coal. Reports of coal in Antarctica appear to demonstrate a
widespread and perhaps continuous occurrence of this
resource. Only a few coal seams have been sampled, however.

In our stratigraphic and structural studies, coal seams of
Permian age were sampled at Kennar Valley. In addition, a
separate sampling exercise was done at Mount Fleming, some
30 kilometers north. Our 1:50,000 scale mapping throughout
the Beacon Heights area highlighted the extent of the Permian
Weller coal measures.

Local weather conditions, before and at the time of sam-
pling, influence the efficiency and effectiveness of coal col-
lecting. At Kennar Valley, a section of the Weller coal was
measured and channel samples were taken from the three coal
seams (0.9, 0.5, and 0.4 meter thick) within the measured
interval. At Mount Fleming, recent snow had obscured most
of the coal strata, but one seam was located and sampled. The
coal samples are being analyzed in Australia by a coal research
laboratory using standard analytical techniques.

We thank the U.S. Antarctic Research Program, National
Science Foundation, for indispensable field support. We also
appreciate the cooperation and dedication of the pilots of the
U.S. Navy Helicopter Squadron VXE-6. The Australian Ant-
arctic Division, Department of National Development, spon-
sored the project and provided help in many of the prepara-
tions. Barrie McKelvey (Australia) and Peter Barrett (New Zea-
land) gave us guidance on location of outcrops and assisted us
in advance preparation.
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Geomorphic processes in Victoria
Valley
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During the 1980-81 season, geomorphological fieldwork
was continued within the dune area at Packard Glacier. Tem-
perature profiles of dune and slope sand, daily temperature
variations in sand and rocks, and sand moisture and salt con-
centrations in different depths were measured.

The temperature of dune sand declines within the upper
meter to below –20°C. Surface temperatures above 20 centi-
meters depth are highest where sand has been deposited
recently closer to dune crests (figure 1). Snow-cemented layers
cause rapid drops in temperature. Moisture in dune sand pri-
marily is limited to a small percentage, except where snow
layers are interbedded. Close to the surface the sand is rather
dry, often containing less than 1 percent water.

Migration rates of dune crests depend on wind velocity and
dryness of sand. Ice-cemented dune sand has to be warmed
above freezing before evaporation of water can start. Subli -
mation of water is slower. When sand finally dries out, wind
can move the sand grains easily. While fieldwork was going
on, the wind nearly always blew from the east. Maximum
recorded wind velocities reached 15 meters per second, with
average wind velocities of 6 to 8 meters per second. During
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